THANK YOU FOR BEING THE WORLDWIDE LEADERS IN ACTION BASED LEARNING
191 NEW SCHOOL DISTRICTS joined the movement this year!
87 NEW ABL Schools
NEW!

ACTION BASED LEARNING

TEACHER WORKSHOPS
Fully Kinesthetic UNIVERSITY CLASSROOMS took off!
HIGH SCHOOL NEURONASCIUMS
ABL CHALLENGE COURSES
Launched in DAYCARES
6 CONTINENTS. 15 COUNTRIES. 23 PARTNERSHIPS WORLDWIDE. INDIA. ASIA. AUSTRALIA. CANADA.
ABL launched in INDIA
ABL launched in China
ABL launched in Rappahannock, VA

RCHS was featured in *Virginia Living* 2019 Top Schools for their ABL HS Neuronaasium & ABL Elementary Lab.
Elementary students' thoughts on C2BF:

A boy walking past the ABL lab longingly said to a friend, "I wish I could go to ABL every day!"

A 4th grade female student said: "(ABL) makes me want to come to school."
ABL in NEW YORK
GAME CHANGER
(n.) one who changes the future for every child through movement

Each year, the Kidsfit Game Changer Grant awards up to $10,000 to schools in need! The Game Changer Grant was created in order for us to fulfill our mission of changing the future for all children. More specifically,

We focus on the "3L's"

The Last child in line at recess

The child Lost in the school system

The child Least likely to succeed
A school very close to our heart is Emerald High School. "These special education classes have 14-21 year old students assigned with the term Moderate Intellectual Disability. These students struggle academically and physically. Many are overweight and have fine and gross motor skill issues. In conjunction, many struggle with attention deficit, autism, Aspergers and Downs Syndrome, and are easily frustrated." - Mrs. J. ABL was able to work with the school to help serve these students through kinesthetic desks and movement stations.

ABL GAME CHANGER GRANT AWARDED TO EMERALD HIGH SCHOOL
(Video)
Our Mission

To change the future for all children by increasing their health, wellness, and education, through movement.

More specifically, to reach the 3L Student.
The child last in line, lost in the system, least likely to succeed.
Least Last Lost ----> First Foremost Found

SO HOW DO WE MEASURE THIS?
... THROUGH TRAINING!
The average teacher affects more than 3,000 students during their career.
2,212 TEACHERS TRAINED
2212 TEACHERS x 3000 STUDENTS =
Changed the future for 6,663,000 Students this year!
ABL ONLINE ACADEMY

First Course Open for Enrollment:
12 Foundations of Learning Readiness
2020 ABL SUMMIT
TX - GA - OK - NY - NC

June 2 - 4
Best Elementary
Price: $695/ea
Time: 9am - 4pm

Colouring Wall
Grab a marker and help us colour in our wall mural
NEW ABL SUPPORT MATERIALS
ABL Schoolwide Initiative
ABL Door Graphics
ABL Support Materials Kit
Brain Bands
Boomer boards
Classroom Carts
4 Books
100 Academic Content Cards
5 New Sensory Hallway Sets
ABL IN THE CLASSROOM
Classroom Carts
One of the best things one of my students has ever told me was that this was the first time he was allowed to be himself.

My students really embraced my new approaches to working with them and the school year took off.

It’s rewarding to feel like we are making a difference in a child’s life on a daily basis.

-Michelle Fowler